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Agenda

 Introduction
 Governing Data
 Data Governance – the mandate for stewardship
 What is Data Stewardship and what must it Address?
 Where does Data Stewardship fit in Data Governance?
 Implementation outline
 Practical Data Stewardship
 Data Stewardship Metrics
 Measuring Maturity
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What Does Governed Data Let you do better?
 Proper Data Warehousing
 Proper Master Data Management
 Proper Reference Data Management
 Proper Data Quality Improvement

 What data to improve?
 What priorities?
 What are the rules?

 Proper new system development
 Robust and accurate data lineage
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What is Governed Data?
 Governed data is trusted and understood data for which 

someone is accountable for the data and for addressing 
issues. 

 For fully governed data, you must know the following:
 Owning business area(s), with associated Data Governor(s) 

and Business Data Steward(s).
 Standardized business name and definition
 For derived elements, the derivation rule.
 The physical location of the data element in databases
 The data quality rules in context and how well the data 

meets those rules.
 Usage business rules
 Creation business rules (where appropriate).
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Driving towards Governed Data

Governed 
Data

Information Security
• Definition of sensitive 

data elements
• Security rating 

assignment

New system 
development

• Data models for source 
and target complete and 
accurate

• Specification of mapping 
rules for data and values

Improved Data Quality
• Robust definitions
• Data quality requirements in 

context
• Evaluation of data profiling results
• Opening and remediating DQ 

issues, including root causes

Data Warehousing
• Required dimensions and facts with 

definitions
• Transformation rules to combine 

data from different systems
• Determination of reference data 

values

Data Lineage
• System of record to 

target systems
• Available at various 

granularities

Master Data Management
• Identifying attributes for 

identity resolution
• Definitions of master data 

entities and attributes
• Creation rules for master data

Ungoverned Data
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Understanding Data Governance
 Data Governance is the execution of authority over data 

management:
 Its all about data ownership at the organizational level (Data 

Governance board)
 And decision making at the data element level (data 

stewardship)
 The exercise and enforcement of decision-making 

authority over the management of data assets and the 
performance of data functions.

 Ensuring that the enterprise’s data assets are formally 
managed.

 Represents the enterprise in “all things” data and 
metadata
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A Data Governance Framework
• Central executive 

leadership
• Enterprise steering 

committee to arbitrate 
issues and enforce the 
rules

• Coordination and 
compliance

• Define & communicate data 
quality expectations 

• Establish policies, 
procedures, success 
metrics and processes to 
maintain quality data 

• Identify all business and 
application stakeholders 
across the enterprise –
data owners

• Conduct audit and control
• Communication and 

change management

Leadership

Policy Definition

Planning and 
Coordination

Execution and 
Decision-Making

Compliance 
Monitoring and 

Enforcement

Master Data

Data Management Governance

Data Definition/Derivation

Data Quality Assessment

Initial Data Quality and Load

Ongoing Data Cleansing and Conversion

Data Management Processes (where stewardship comes in)

Closed Looped Data Quality
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Data Governance and Data Stewardship
 A data stewardship program is the operational aspect of an 

overall data governance program.
 Data Stewards do the “day to day” work  of administering 

the enterprise’s data.
 If (as we stated earlier) data governance is “the execution 

of authority over the management of data”, then data 
stewardship is formalized accountability for the 
management of that data.
(courtesy of Robert Seiner, KIK Consulting)
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What do we mean by Data Stewardship?
 Data Stewardship is the execution of data-related 

decision-making processes by assigned people:
 Focuses on data meaning and data quality
 Definitions and other metadata are published in a glossary
 Drive to improve data quality
 Drive to have data users adopt new habits: use the 

glossary, demand definitions and other metadata.
 Identify situations which need “official” processes
 Make people accountable for their data.

 Business Data Stewards are the single point of contact 
for the data owned by a business function. This allows:
 Consistent meaning and usage within and across  

departments.
 Streamlined decision making and issue resolution on data 

meaning, usage, and quality.
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Data Stewardship: In a nutshell
 Data Stewardship consists of the people, organization, and 

processes to ensure that the appropriately designated 
stewards are responsible for governed data. (David Plotkin)

It is through Data Stewardship that:
 All of the metadata for key business data elements is 

collected and documented.
 Data decisions are based on knowledge and made in the best 

interests of all who use the data.
 The company’s data asset is improved in quality and used to 

drive competitive advantage.
 The company’s data is well-understood and used for the 

purposes for which is was intended (and only those 
purposes).

 Data decision-making and issue resolution is streamlined.
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Main types of Data Stewards
 Three main types of stewards:

 Business data stewards: 
 Identified directly with business data elements.
 Owners of business metadata (including definitions) and data 

quality issues
 Business Subject Matter experts, with access to other SMEs.

 Technical data stewards: 
 Associated with systems and models.
 Provide insight into how systems and code operate

 Project data stewards: 
 Gather definitions and data quality rules and refer them to 

business and technical data stewards
 Gather issues on projects and refer them to business and technical 

data stewards.
 Represents Data Governance and the data stewards on projects.
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Ancillary Types of Data Stewards
 Operational Data Stewards

 Work on front lines, often directly inputting data or 
providing instructions to those who do.

 Assist Business Data Stewards in spotting data issues and 
identifying root causes for those issues.

 Can be thought of as anyone who uses data (responsible for 
the use of that data) or inputs data (responsible for the 
correct input of that data).
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What we mean by a Business Data Steward                  
 A key representative in a specific business area that is 

responsible for quality and use of that data throughout the 
organization. The business data stewards are the stewards 
of the data and make many of the decisions about the data 
on behalf of the stakeholders.

 Business data stewards are the people who can reach into 
the organization and pull out the knowledge (and 
knowledgeable people) that are needed.

 They know the users and uses of their data in downstream 
systems, and take into account the needs of those 
stakeholders.

 Data Stewardship is NOT a job – it is the formalizing of 
data responsibilities that are likely already in place in an 
informal way. Data Stewards are recognized, not hired.
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Data Stewards work together!

Business Data Steward must take 
into account the needs of the 
Business Stakeholders

Operational Data Steward 
provides feedback to Business 
Data Steward on data issues

Business Data Steward receives 
feedback from and provides 
answers to Project Data Steward

Shared ownership terms have 
multiple Business Data Stewards 
as decision-makers. May be 
grouped into a “data domain”.

Technical Data Steward receives 
and answers technical questions 
for the Business Data Steward

Project Data 
Steward represents 
Data Stewardship 
on a project

Shared 
ownership 

data

Stewards

Business 
Stakeholders

Operational Data Stewards

Technical 
Data Steward

Business Data 
Steward

Project
Data
Stewards
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Where does Data Stewardship Fit?
 The structure of a Data Governance Organization
 The responsibilities of each part of the Data Governance 

Organization
 The Data Governance Operating Model
 The structure of the Data Governance Program Office.
 The role of IT in supporting Data Stewardship
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Data Governance Structure

Executive 
Steering

Committee

Data 
Governance 

Board

Data Stewardship 
Council

(Business Data 
Stewards)

IT Support

• Data Governance Board Member
• Made up of high-ranking representatives of data-

owning business functions who can make 
decisions about data for the company.

• Assign members of Data Stewardship Council
• Approve decisions of Data Stewardship Council

• Business Data Steward
• Experts on use of their data domain data.
• Able to reach out to SMEs to gather 

information and make decisions.
• Typically someone who others come to as the 

most knowledgeable about the meaning of the 
data (and how it is calculated).

• Executive Steering Committee
• Authorized to change the organizations
• Drives cultural change
• Supports the program enterprise-wide
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Business Data Stewards: Organization

Executive 
Steering

Committee

Data 
Governance 

Board

Data Stewardship 
Council

(Business Data 
Stewards)

IT Support

• Members of Data Stewardship Council.
• Aligned to a business function.
• Responsible for Data Governance 

execution in their business area
• Provides support and expertise to 

project teams where their data is 
impacted.

• Educates and champions Data 
Governance to their colleagues.

• Collaborates with other interested 
parties on managing definitions, 
capture, usage, derivation, and data 
quality business rules.

• Provides and coordinates business 
requirements and requests for their 
area.
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Business Data Stewards: Data

Executive 
Steering

Committee

Data 
Governance 

Board

Data Stewardship 
Council

(Business Data 
Stewards)

IT Support

• Provides subject matter expertise on 
usage of data

• Drafts business term definitions, 
standardized derivations, and usage 
business rules.

• Identifies key business terms, quality 
requirements, and metrics.

• Define acceptable levels of data 
quality.

• Monitors data quality metrics and 
understands impacts and causes.

• Helps assess impacts of proposed 
changes to data.

• Develops and recommends data 
quality remediation options and 
priorities.
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Data Governance Program Office

Executive 
Steering

Committee

Data 
Governance 

Board

Data Stewardship 
Council

(Business Data 
Stewards)

IT Support

• Led by Data Governance Manager 
and staffed with an Enterprise Data 
Steward

• Responsible for making the DG&S 
effort efficient and successful.

• Provides educational resources to 
teams and training to Business Data 
Stewards.

• Coordinates, facilitates, and 
communicates Data Governance 
activities and decisions.

• Accountable for:
• Maintenance of the DG documents 

and document repositories.
• Maintenance of the DG website and 

tools.
• Enforcement of policies and 

procedures and escalation.
• Keeping Data Governance Board and 

Data Stewardship Council populated
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Data Governance: IT Support

Executive 
Steering

Committee

Data 
Governance 

Board

Data Stewardship 
Council

(Business Data 
Stewards)

IT Support

• Technical Data Stewards provide IT 
support:

• Technical expertise around source 
systems, ETL processes, data stores, 
data warehouses, and BI tools.

• Frequently are the individuals assigned 
to support a system.

• The resource to turn to in order to 
understand how a system or process 
works (or doesn’t).

• Often a historic resource on “how 
things got this way”.

• Able to check code, CopyLibs, internal 
database structures, and other 
programming constructs in search of 
answers.

• IT resources assigned to this duty by 
IT management with sponsorship from 
CIO or IT Data Governance sponsor.

• Provide support for DG applications
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An outline for implementation
 Getting support for Data Stewardship
 Understand your business and its organization
 Organize the Data Stewards
 Figure out what you’ve got
 Adjust project methodology
 Design the Data Stewardship Processes and make them 

repeatable.
 Get some tools
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Stewardship Relationships

Business 
Function

Business 
Data 

Steward

Represents

IT 
Application

Technical 
Data 

Steward

Is assigned to

Supports

System, ETL, 
Storage, Business 
Intelligence
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Starting Out: Figure out what you’ve got
 Data
 Metadata
 Data Quality
 Processes for managing data
 Tools
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Training the Business Data Stewards
 Data Governance and Data Stewardship: organization/relationship
 Types of data stewards: business, technical, project – and how they work 

together.
 Why the stewards were selected (and who selected them)
 Roles and responsibilities of Stewards
 Meetings and Logistics
 Choosing Business Data Elements
 Naming and defining elements, business rules and other metadata
 Defining stewardship processes and using the issue log
 Understanding the tools and applications
 Improving Data Quality
 Metrics and Maturity
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Why Add Data Governance to Project Methodology?
 Projects often handle data – and thus NEED Data 

Governance and Stewardship participation.
 DG tasks benefit from scope limitations of a project.

 Limited block of data
 Limited number of source systems

 Management of tasks and deliverables benefit from the 
participation of professionals (Project Managers).
 PMs will “bird dog” the deliverables and ensure they get 

done (that’s the theory, anyway).
 PMs will schedule the tasks and allocate the resources.

 Projects have the business’ attention.
 Subject matter experts are assigned.
 Time is allocated to work on the project tasks.
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Tools for Data Stewardship
 Tools for Data Stewardship and Governance

 Data Governance Web Site
 Wiki
 Business Glossary
 Issue Log

 Will likely have to customize the tools, as they are often 
missing functionality.

 There are technical tools too, though IT should take care 
of those:
 Data Profiling
 ETL/Lineage/Physical Structures (Metadata Repository)
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Communicating Decisions
 You need to communicate decisions and developments to 

the business and IT.
 A solid communication plan will help you do just that. It 

should include:
 Types of communications, purpose, and title
 The audience(s) for each communication
 The communication medium
 The frequency of communication.
 The role responsible for presenting the communication.
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Data Governance Communication Plan (1)
Purpose Audience Communication 

Medium Output Frequency Presenter Contact 
Lead

Update Executive Steering Committee about 
Data Governance and review changes to 
Policies, Procedures, Process, Org & Roles & 
Resp documents

Executive Steering 
Committee Meeting Data Governance 

Overview Deck
Annually, As 

Needed
Business Sponsor, 

IT Sponsor
Data Governance 

Manager

Update DG Stewardship Council about Data 
Governance and decide on changes to Policies, 
Procedures, Process, Org & Roles & Resp
documents

Data Stewardship 
Council Meeting Data Governance 

Overview Deck
Semi Annually, As 

Needed
Data Governance 

Manager
Data Governance 

Manager

Provide periodic updates regarding project 
profiling results to project managers

Project Manager, cc 
project staff Email Project Data Profiling 

Report As Needed Data Governance 
Manager

Project Data 
Steward 

Provide periodic updates regarding ongoing 
enterprise data profiling results

Employees (Users / 
Consumers) Email Enterprise Data Profiling 

Report Semi Annually Data Governance 
Manager

Enterprise Data 
Steward

Provide periodic updates regarding ongoing 
enterprise data profiling results

Executive Steering 
Committee, cc DG 
Stewardship Council

Meeting
Executive Summary of 

Enterprise Data Profiling 
Report

Semi Annually Data Governance 
Manager

Enterprise Data 
Steward

Introduce practitioners to Data Governance to 
highlight goals, org, supporting documents (e.g., 
roles/resp/org, policy, procedure, processes), 
and project phase review process

Project Managers, 
Employees 
(Producers / 
Consumers)

Meeting Introduction to Data 
Governance Deck Start of Project Data Governance 

Manager
Enterprise Data 

Steward

Introduce Project Managers to the Data 
Governance Phase Review process, including 
review of project planning and review of existing 
metadata glossary

Project Managers, 
Employees 
(Producers / 
Consumers)

Meeting

Introduction to Data 
Governance Deck; 

Metadata Glossary; Data 
Governance Phase Review 

Process

Start of Project; 
Major Project 
Milestones

Data Governance 
Manager

Enterprise Data 
Steward

Present overview of Data Governance activity 
and highlight sample projects with successful 
Data Governance involvement

Business Owners Meeting Data Governance Status 
Deck Quarterly Business Sponsor Data Governance 

Manager

Newsletter from the Chief DG Steward that 
includes key highlights from data governance 
including recent project profiling results, new 
members, news from the Board or Steering 
Committee, success stories from data 
governance projects

Data Stewardship 
Council, Project 
Managers, cc 
Executive Steering 
Committee

Email Data Governance 
Newsletter Quarterly Data Governance 

Manager
Data Governance 

Manager
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Data Governance Roadmap
 Data Governance and Data Stewardship doesn’t happen all 

at once. Various stages take place over time, with key 
milestones that must be achieved prior to moving to the 
next phase.

 This “map” of the implementation over time is called the 
Data Governance Roadmap.

 There may be several different roadmaps, such as:
 Overall (usually about 18 months)
 Tool implementation
 Cycle to on-board new business data elements
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Overall Roadmap (sample)
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An outline for implementation
 Champion and communicate stewardship
 Understand your business and its organization
 Figure out the opportunities
 Adjust project methodology
 Define repeatable processes
 Get some tools
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Championing Data Stewardship
 Keys to successful implementation of Data Stewardship:

 Be able to communicate what a data steward does, and why
 Obtain support from the Data Governance Board members 

(who assign and incent the data stewards)
 Pick the right people – the data stewards need to be willing 

to participate
 Pick the right people – the data stewards must value the 

data, and understand its importance
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Understand the Organization
 How the business is organized

 Determines business functions that must be accountable for 
the data and metadata.

 Determines where you need support for a data stewardship 
initiative

 Determines the domains of data that must be governed
 How IT is organized

 Where to find support for the tools you’ll need to buy or 
build

 Where to find expertise (architects, ETL experts, tool 
expertise) that you can use – as well as finding technical 
allies.
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Figure out the opportunities
 Metadata

 Is anyone collecting definitions and derivations? Why? Pain?
 Where are they documenting metadata?
 Is anyone validating the collected metadata?

 Data Quality
 How are data quality issues raised and tracked?
 Are there “well known” data quality issues that cause pain?
 What lost opportunities are missed because of insufficient 

data quality?
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Adjust Project Methodology
 Executing data stewardship in concert with projects 

benefits from:
 Limited scope of the project
 Presence of a professional (Project Manager) to manage 

tasks and deliverables
 Metadata:

 Collect Definitions and Derivations during Analysis
 Data Quality: 

 Collect data quality issues and rules
 Validate by examining (profiling) data
 Get decisions from Business Data Stewards (which issues are 

valid, worth fixing, possible root causes)
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Repeatable processes
 Repeatable processes for:

 Addition of new business terms with definitions/derivations
 Review and rationalization of updates
 Making decisions where opinions differ
 Engaging with Data Governance/Stewardship

 Obtaining new data stewards as roles change
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Tools to Support the Stewardship Effort
 Tools, we need tools!

 For Metadata
 Business Definitions and Derivations
 Physical (ETL, database)
 For data quality rules
 For Data Profiling results
 For documented Data Quality Issues
 Tracking of owners from business function
 Tracking of stewards for business data element metadata

 For Data Quality Improvement
 Tools to inspect the database (data profiling)
 Tools to enforce data quality rules during loads
 Tools to propose Data Quality rules based on the data (Discovery)
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Practical Business Data Stewardship: Topics
 Choosing Key Business Elements
 Assignment of business data stewards
 Building robust business definitions and derivations
 Instituting repeatable processes
 Logistics of working together
 Documentation and Communication
 Options for implementation of data stewardship
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Choosing Key Business Elements
 Bringing business terms under governance takes effort, so 

you must choose terms that are worth that effort – “key” 
business elements (KBEs).

 Consider the following types of terms:
 Financial Reporting Data
 Compliance and Regulatory data
 Data elements introduced by company executives
 Data used in high-profile projects
 Data that supports critical business processes
 Data important to the Business Data Stewards
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Practical Stewardship: Assignment of the Steward
 Each business element must have at least one steward.
 If a business element doesn’t have an assigned steward, the 

Stewardship Council will need to review the term and agree 
upon at least one steward for it.

 Who is the steward? Ask: Whose business will 
fundamentally change if the definition or derivation 
changes? Or…who owns the processes that most depends 
on the business data element.

 What about elements that are widely shared or impact 
multiple business functions (consider Data Domains)?

 What about data that is a more specific version of an 
existing term (“specialization”)
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Practical Stewardship: Term Name
 Stewards are responsible for naming business terms, using 

clearly defined naming rules (e.g., what class words...?). 
Must meet the standards for a quality business name.

 New data elements must be analyzed for duplicates:
 Same element by a different name (rationalize names)

 Terms which are “specialized” from more generic terms 
(e.g., Employee Hire Date specialized from Period Start 
Date) must have more specific name:
 Entity that term applies to (Employee)
 Specific usage for that entity (Hire)

 Power of “specialization”: Inherited properties, business 
rules, links to reference libraries (e.g., ACORD).
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Practical Stewardship: Definitions
 Stewards are responsible for business definitions that 

clearly define what the element is, and why it is important 
to the business. Must meet the standards for a quality 
business definition.

 New data elements must be analyzed for duplicates:
 Same element by a different name (rationalize names)

 Disagreements in definitions may lead to identifying a 
different data element.
 Different element by the same name

 Terms which are “specialized” from more generic terms 
must have more specific definition!
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Business Definition
 The Business description and purpose should include the following in order 

to be complete and useful:
 The definition of the term, using business language. The definition should be 

concise and describe the meaning of the data element in business terms.  That 
is, we want to know and document how the business talks and thinks about the 
data, as opposed to how it is named and resides in the organization’s databases .
 Hint: This should not be the data name with the words rearranged!

 What purpose the term serves to the business – how the business uses this 
information

 The definition must be specific enough to tell it apart from similar data 
elements.

 Should link to already-defined terms used in the definition.
 Key Business Rules  about the data element such as:

 At what point in the business process the data is created/captured and any 
circumstances under which it is not created/captured.

 If the data element can have only certain valid values, a sample (in business 
language) of some of these values, and what they mean.

 What must be true in order for the data to be created.
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ISO Standard for a good definition
 4.1 Requirements. A data definition shall:

 be stated in the singular
 state what the concept is, not only what it is not
 be stated as a descriptive phrase or sentence(s)
 contain only commonly understood abbreviations
 be expressed without embedding definitions of other data or underlying 

concepts
 4.2 Recommendations. A data definition should:

 state the essential meaning of the concept
 be precise and unambiguous
 be concise
 be able to stand alone
 be expressed without embedding rationale, functional usage, or procedural 

information
 avoid circular reasoning
 use the same terminology and consistent logical structure for related 

definitions
 be appropriate for the type of metadata item being defined

International Standards Organization. (2004-07-15). ISO/IEC 11179-4 Information Technology – Metadata 
Registries (MDR) Part 4 Formulation of Data Definitions. (2nd ed.)
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Practical Stewardship: Derivations
 Stewards are responsible for defining and stating the 

derivation rules for calculated elements. A clear and 
consistent derivation that is common across the company 
is crucial – or the numbers don’t match. Stewards need to 
resolve discrepancies.

 Component parts of a calculated quantity must be 
themselves defined and governed.

 As with definitions, disagreements on derivations may 
lead to identifying a different data element.

 Examples: “Loan to Value”, “Delinquency Date”
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Practical Stewardship: Repeatable Processes
 Key to successful Data Stewardship
 Guides the processes and ensures you know:

 What data issues exist and how important they are.
 Who owns and manages the issues
 The current status of issues and possible resolutions.
 Current step in the workflow and who is responsible

 Need repeatable processes for:
 Managing the business glossary
 Bringing new elements under governance
 Managing Data Governance Requests or issues
 Evaluating and resolving Data Quality issues
 Managing and executing procedures and metrics
 Coordinating work of multiple business data stewards.
 Managing the issue log.
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Evaluate and resolve Data Quality Issues
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Practical Stewardship: Regular Meetings
 Regular general meetings are for information

 Developments and issues related to stewardship
 Training and updates for stewardship tools
 New and improved processes and procedures
 Don’t have a meeting every time an issue comes up!
 Planning for major enterprise efforts
 Prioritizing resources and issues
 How often? That depends…

 Reviewing stewardship metrics
 Reviewing statuses on core projects that involve data 

stewardship.
 New and revised business requirements for important 

systems
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Working with Project Data Stewards
 Project Data Stewards (PDS) working on projects have 

questions for the Stewards
 Important not to overwhelm the stewards
 PDS must attempt to collect a definition and preliminary 

data quality rule for any data elements identified by the 
project business analysts. These are brought to the steward.

 For Data Quality issues, only AFTER performing data 
profiling and reviewing the results with project participants 
will any questions be brought to the data steward.

 PDSs must work together to cull duplicates and only ask 
about a particular element once.

 If a steward has not been identified, questions come to the 
Enterprise Data Steward to identify a potential steward 
using the Assignment process.
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Practical Stewardship: Documenting Decisions
 All decisions made by stewards must be documented for 

the business community
 Notification must be made about decisions to the business 

– we don’t want siloed metadata!
 Notification mechanisms from tools (daily or weekly 

summary, publish and subscribe) are very helpful in this 
regard.

 Some tools include a documentation tool that can provide 
metadata to business intelligence tools, desktop, and 
metrics reports.
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Important Roles of Data Stewards
 Data Quality Support
 Reference Data Setup
 Master Data Management

 Identity Resolution
 Survivorship
 Sensitivity to false positives and negatives
 Exception handling

 Information Security
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Making the Data Quality Business Case
 Map and measure where the bad data comes from

 Define the data quality rules.
 Measure (profile) the data against the data quality rules

 Where appropriate, make the business case in terms of 
impact to revenue and productivity versus cost to fix.

 Important: impact to doing business (including regulatory 
impact).

 Make the business case for the business process changes –
and the organization needed to manage these efforts – to 
senior management.

 Business Data Stewards spearhead this effort because they 
are accountable for the quality of their data.
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Data Quality Support
 Improving Data Quality is central to showing value for 

data stewardship
 Data Quality rules are gathered and inspected to 

determine what is meant by “good quality”. They are also 
often used as a starting point for data profiling.

 Data stewards need to review and validate DQ rules and 
inspect profiling results to explain variations between the 
rule and the results.

 Data stewards (or sometimes the Data Governance board 
member) are accountable for quality of data.

 Data profiling results may lead to “oh yeahs”.
 Data Quality Rules and necessary thresholds must be 

determined “in context”.



Data Quality Issue Detection & Remediation

Determine
KBEs
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Evaluate and resolve Data Quality Issues
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Data Profiling Workflow
1. Extract data to be profiled 2. Data Profiling 

Analysts review initial 
results in the profiling 
tool, including tool-
proposed rules.

3. Data Profiling Analysts review 
potential anomalies (mismatches 
between proposed data quality rules 
and the data). Analysts record possible 
problems in the tool’s repository, 
including:
•The data element in question
•The potential issue
•Why it might be an issue

4. Potential anomalies 
analyzed in step 3 are 
reviewed and evaluated 
by Business Data 
Stewards.

5. Potential anomalies are 
reviewed and classified by 
the Business Data 
Stewards, e.g., 
Red: definitely an issue
Green: not an issue
Yellow: requires additional
review.
Gray: Out of scope

6. Results reviewed
for next steps.

Uses user-proposed 
data quality rules and 
produces goodness 
of fit between the 
data and the stated 
rules as an output.
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Analyzing Data Profiling Results
 Business Data Stewards can tell us when there are 

problems:
 Is a rule being violated (e.g., unexpected values)?
 If a rule is being violated, do we even care (body type cd)?
 Where does the data come from and how does it originate?
 What are the characteristics of the data that affects its impact 

to the business?
 Is there a threshold below which it doesn’t matter (“in 

context”)?
 Is there a workaround to get good-quality data?
 What is the overall business impact of not fixing the issue?
 Is the rule worth setting up automated enforcement and 

notification for?
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Reference Data and Data Stewardship
 Sets of values or classification schemes that are referred to 

by various enterprise systems. (Danette McGilvray, Executing Data Quality 
Projects)

 Can be internal (defined by the organization) or external 
(defined and managed by standards or government bodies).

 Enumerated attributes: sets of valid values – usually a code 
and one or more descriptions of that code.

 Business description versus Physical codes are important!
 Business Data Stewards are key in providing descriptions
 System of record for reference data: 

 Repository or Business Glossary?
 Reference data maintenance tool?
 System that actually maintains the list?
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Reference Data Setup
 Data Stewards are THE key players in maintaining values 

for enumerated attributes: 
 Technical data stewards help locate which elements are 

enumerated, and how those elements are used in the source 
systems. They also coordinate profiling efforts to understand 
the values and their distribution.

 Business Data Stewards make decisions about which new 
values are needed, taking into account:
 New value should not overlap an existing value.
 New value should not duplicate information that exists elsewhere.
 New value should be consistent with the meaning of the field.
 Impact of the new value on other processes (e.g., ETL).

 Unauthorized use of new values must be detected.
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Harmonizing Reference Data
 The process of mapping values and descriptions of 

enumerated attributes from different systems together is 
called “harmonizing” the reference data.

 Business Data Stewards are THE key players in 
harmonizing enumerated or reference attributes. They 
decide:
 How the source system fields map to “enterprise aligned” 

data elements.
 How the source system values map to the “enterprise aligned” 

or “harmonized” values and what to do about values which 
will NOT be harmonized.

 What extra data elements might be needed in the target 
system to capture values which might otherwise be lost.
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Reference Data Workflow



Role of Data Stewards in Identity Resolution
 The expertise and knowledge of the Data Stewards is key 

in resolving multiple master data records to a single 
“golden copy”:
 Determine identifying attributes and evaluates quality.
 Collect and compile: Where are the records, how are they 

structured?
 Understand: Mapping of fields in records to the overall 

record.
 Standardize: Adjust data (such as addresses) to a standard 

format.
 Determine sensitivity to false positives and negatives
 Map and gather data into the master record. 
 Enrich: Add outside data to make a more complete record
 Create the golden copy (results reviewed by Steward)



Identity Resolution Workflow
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Role of Data Stewardship in Survivorship
 Resolution of the data conflict that occurs when two or 

more records representing the same entity contain 
different information.

 Applies business rules to determine the value that survive 
into the golden copy record. These rules determine the 
quality and suitability of source systems, and include:
 Valid source systems for the data
 Priority of the source systems

 Value missing or blank
 By date
 By data quality

 Qualifying conditions
 Required transformations
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Survivorship Responsibilities
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Information Security: 5 Steps
 Steps to identify the Info Security class of data:

 Info Security group creates classifications and assigns 
classifications to data that is regulated

 Data Stewards classify the balance of the data
 Data Governance documents the classification and defines 

the business user access process.
 Business leaders identify the business user access
 IT builds the structures to enforce access limits
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Information Security Workflow
Information Security Workflow
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Establish security 
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physical 
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protected data
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elements in Business 

Glossary

Implement and maintain 
access limitations to 

approved data.
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Measuring: Data Stewardship Metrics
 Metrics fall into two categories:

 Business results metrics: metrics that support the data 
program.

 Operational metrics: (or program acceptability) metrics that 
indicate operational effectiveness of the stewardship 
program.

 Metrics critical success factors: (Robert Seiner, KIK)

 Willingness to consider longer-term value alongside of 
immediately measurable acceptability benefits.

 Ability to attribute the improvements in information-based 
capabilities to the action of the Data Governance and 
Stewardship programs.
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Data Stewardship Metrics: Business Value
 Business Value Measurements

 Increase Revenues and Profits
 Reduce duplicate data (and data storage)
 Increase productivity of use of data
 Reduce customer complaints (and customer service costs) 

due to poor data quality
 Reduce application development and system integration 

costs (and increase ROI on projects).
 Reduce time to Market
 Increase adherence to audit and corporate responsibility
 Reduce compliance issues
 Reduce data debt: the build up of the cost to repair/ replace/ 

cleanse data instead of doing a proper fix.
 Often leads to being unable to answer essential business questions
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Data Stewardship Metrics: Business Results
 Measure whether Data Stewardship leads to:

 Better understanding of the data
 Better quality of the data
 Early warning of data quality issues through profiling
 Reduced time spent cleansing and fixing data
 Reduced incidence of issues with regulatory and 

compliance. Are the regulators “happy”?
 Reduced time spent arguing about what data means or how 

it is calculated.
 Reduced (eliminated) efforts to reconcile different reports

 Consistent definitions and derivations
 Consistent specification of what data is included in reports.

 BETTER BUSINESS DECISIONS
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Data Stewardship Metrics: Operational
 For stewardship, data quality, and other disciplines, what 

changes in maturity level have occurred?
 How many disparate data sources have been consolidated?
 How many governed business terms have been defined?
 How many business functions have added data stewardship 

performance to their compensation plans?
 Which business functions are the most active in meetings, 

driving definitions, data quality rules, and other metadata?
 Who are the most active contributors in each business 

function? Which contributors are the most proactive about 
bringing issues to the data stewards?

 How many people have been trained as stewards? Others?
 How many times has stewardship metadata been accessed?
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Measuring your progress: Stewardship Maturity
 Once you are actively performing Data Stewardship, you 

may want to ascertain the maturity of your effort.
 Data Stewardship maturity is measured within an overall 

Data Governance maturity model.
 Sample Data Stewardship maturity model has multiple 

dimensions to measure against:
 Organizational Awareness
 Roles and Structures
 Standards and Disciplines
 Value Creation

 Each maturity dimension is measured against multiple 
levels (Initial, Tactical, Well-defined, Strategic, 
Optimized)
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Data Stewardship Maturity Grid
Level 1 Level  2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Initial Tactical Well-Defined Strategic Optimized

Organizational 
Awareness

IT manages data; BDS 
defined for some business 
applications; local SMEs 
promoting BDS for DQ.

Some business areas having 
success in adopting data
stewardship; Some executive 
support; local teams or 
individuals championing 
data stewardship and DM. 
Isolated attempts to educate 
and raise awareness. Some 
recognition of needing both 
business and IT in effort.

Corp executive sponsor emerges. 
Need for data stewardship across 
org. Need for business and IT 
accountability in DM. Push for 
corp. level data stewardship 
program.

Stewardship part of 
enterprise-wide DM and 
DG. Broad executive 
understanding of need 
for stewardship across 
functional areas. 
Integrated into 
development process. 
Wide educational effort

Data Stewardship 
implemented at corp 
level. Formal DM 
programs and metrics in 
place. Ongoing 
communication and 
education so that all 
employees know their 
responsibilities to 
manage info.

Roles & 
Structures

Each business/IT team 
defines data roles with 
little commonality. No 
corporate-wide approach 
to roles or structure. 
Accountability is not 
achieved end-to-end.

Accountability achieved in 
some business areas; some 
business and IT roles in 
place. Data stewardship 
position may be established 
but no accountability 
mechanism for this role.

Corp-level data stewardship 
program is being defined. 
Standard DM roles and resp to 
support implementation. 
Accountabilities for business and 
IT roles in DM defined. 
Stewardship being implemented 
in some business areas for key 
data. Sponsoring executive 
actively promoting adoption of 
data stewardship corp-wide.

Roles and resp of Data 
Stewards clear and 
consistently defined. Data 
Stewardship is business 
resp. Communities of 
practice established.

Data Stewardship fully 
integrated and 
rationalized with corp-
wide DG processes. 
Everyone understands
their role in managing 
data.

Standards, 
Policies, & 
Processes

IT standards exist; no 
standardized DM methods 
in the business. Some 
business standards for 
applications or business 
area, few for corp-wide.

DM principles emerging 
based on business, legal 
drivers. No complete set of 
standards, no 
understanding of 
requirements. Need for Corp 
standards identified. Local 
and best practices emerging.

Endorsement to implement corp 
DM standards. Corp DM policies 
and standards program defined. 
Selected practices made into 
standards. Executive sponsorship 
for standards is strengthened.

Corp DM/DG framework 
defined for standards; 
DM programs and 
methods with education 
and promotion across 
org. Stewardship 
processes measured and 
standardized, audited.

DM standards in 
continuous 
improvement, broad 
adoption of standards, 
exception management 
in place, communication 
and education for all 
employees.

Value Creation

Value of data not known. 
Stewards are not adding 
value. Data for 
transactions and reporting. 
Data issues are IT’s resp.

Stewards prove value in 
some projects or business 
areas.  Improved quality of 
data and value recognized.

Corp-wide recognition of data as 
an asset. Stewards use data in new 
ways and gain insights and new 
capabilities.

Stewardship and DM 
metrics established. Clear 
understanding of value in 
improving DQ, cost 
reduction.

Data Stewardship has 
proven track record of
driving tangible business 
value. Stewards are 
change agents.
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Data Stewardship Maturity Grid
Level 1 Level  2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Initial Tactical Well-Defined Strategic Optimized

Organizational 
Awareness

IT manages data; BDS 
defined for some business 
applications; local SMEs 
promoting BDS for DQ.

Some business areas having 
success in adopting data
stewardship; Some executive 
support; local teams or 
individuals championing 
data stewardship and DM. 
Isolated attempts to educate 
and raise awareness. Some 
recognition of needing both 
business and IT in effort.

Corp executive sponsor emerges. 
Need for data stewardship across 
org. Need for business and IT 
accountability in DM. Push for 
corp. level data stewardship 
program.

Stewardship part of 
enterprise-wide DM and 
DG. Broad executive 
understanding of need 
for stewardship across 
functional areas. 
Integrated into 
development process. 
Wide educational effort

Data Stewardship 
implemented at corp 
level. Formal DM 
programs and metrics in 
place. Ongoing 
communication and 
education so that all 
employees know their 
responsibilities to 
manage info.

Roles & 
Structures

Each business/IT team 
defines data roles with 
little commonality. No 
corporate-wide approach 
to roles or structure. 
Accountability is not 
achieved end-to-end.

Accountability achieved in 
some business areas; some 
business and IT roles in 
place. Data stewardship 
position may be established 
but no accountability 
mechanism for this role.

Corp-level data stewardship 
program is being defined. 
Standard DM roles and resp to 
support implementation. 
Accountabilities for business and 
IT roles in DM defined. 
Stewardship being implemented 
in some business areas for key 
data. Sponsoring executive 
actively promoting adoption of 
data stewardship corp-wide.

Roles and resp of Data 
Stewards clear and 
consistently defined. Data 
Stewardship is business 
resp. Communities of 
practice established.

Data Stewardship fully 
integrated and 
rationalized with corp-
wide DG processes. 
Everyone understands
their role in managing 
data.

Standards, 
Policies, & 
Processes

IT standards exist; no 
standardized DM methods 
in the business. Some 
business standards for 
applications or business 
area, few for corp-wide.

DM principles emerging 
based on business, legal 
drivers. No complete set of 
standards, no 
understanding of 
requirements. Need for Corp 
standards identified. Local 
and best practices emerging.

Endorsement to implement corp 
DM standards. Corp DM policies 
and standards program defined. 
Selected practices made into 
standards. Executive sponsorship 
for standards is strengthened.

Corp DM/DG framework 
defined for standards; 
DM programs and 
methods with education 
and promotion across 
org. Stewardship 
processes measured and 
standardized, audited.

DM standards in 
continuous 
improvement, broad 
adoption of standards, 
exception management 
in place, communication 
and education for all 
employees.

Value Creation

Value of data not known. 
Stewards are not adding 
value. Data for 
transactions and reporting. 
Data issues are IT’s resp.

Stewards prove value in 
some projects or business 
areas.  Improved quality of 
data and value recognized.

Corp-wide recognition of data as 
an asset. Stewards use data in new 
ways and gain insights and new 
capabilities.

Stewardship and DM 
metrics established. Clear 
understanding of value in 
improving DQ, cost 
reduction.

Data Stewardship has 
proven track record of
driving tangible business 
value. Stewards are 
change agents.
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Finishing Up
 Data Stewardship is a program that needs corporate 

support and an organization
 Data is an asset that must be defined, managed, stewarded 

and governed.
 Accountability and Communication are crucial.
 A corporate “data language”, improved Data Quality and 

Robust Metadata are benefits of a Data Stewardship 
program

 Data Stewards play important roles in many efforts 
important to the enterprise.
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Thank you and…any questions?
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Disclaimer

The content of this presentation 
does not reflect the views or 

opinions of MUFG Union Bank.
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